Dear friends,
We have unusually hot days of June now. It seems that nature is hurrying –
everything is flowering and very fast. Everything is growing in the garden and on
the field very well, only we are very busy with weeding and watering.
The Lawns around our houses are mowed and looking nice thanks to Vova. And
Katrin and Urmas have made Männi house garden so nice that we cannot
recognise it.
People from Comenius house
are now already two months
enjoying life in their new spacious
and beautiful house. We are
thankful to Lothar for his
architectural work and to Tiiu
and Aino for there projectoral
work. And big thanks to all
builders for the beautiful house!
We would also give our thanks
to Odbjörn from Norway for the
furniture, machines and clothes.
Thanks
to
Geoffrey
and
Johannes and their helpers for the woodshed-garage.
Now Comenius house waits for renovation and also Helle house and Männi house.
The biggest project of this year will be a sewage cleaning system for the village.
We hope to get financial help for it from state fund.
As our farmer Geoffrey and France Helene with children left us in Spring we very
much wait for co-workers with families. There are possibilities to work on the
farm, in the milk kitchen and in the households. Or one can just come to help in
Summer.
Nice midsummer to everybody
Tiit

Birthday of Ants.
I had very nice birthday party. I had lots of guests. My three sisters and two
brothers came to visit me. Monika and Agu with their two small children were
also here. They came with two cars. They brought a big knot-shaped currant
bread and cake and presents. We ate salads and cake. Afterwards we walked
around and looked at the animals
Ants

Pazival
Tiia started to read a book about Parzival on the Sunday after Whitsun. Katrin
brought this book from Scotland. We heard lots of interesting stories about
Parzival and other knights. They were fighting all the time and looking for Grail,
and there were some queens too. One of these knights had to save virgins from a
bewitched castle and afterwards he became the king of the state. We will have
four stories more and then the book is read. These stories are very interesting to
hear.
Kersti K

Moving
We started to move into Tamme house on Sunday. We put our things into the
bus and the new Volvo. Katrin was so frightened when she saw the amount of our
things. Our whole room was full of boxes. Many people come to help us. We
moved over two days and Tiia prepared meals for us in Vikerkaare house on these
days. Katarina was the biggest mover because she had most things.
We cleaned kitchen cupboards before we put things in. Rosie and our old cat
Tiugu were the last who moved into the new house. In the beginning I put my
clothes in the library room because I did not have a wardrobe. At last I got it. Now
I like very much to live in the new house.
Kersti Kislar
My wardrobes were brought at Christmas time. We had Christmas play
rehearsals then. I cleaned my wardrobes first. I moved my first things into
Tamme house in January. Afterwards we had guests in my room in Tamme house,
and when they left I could continue to move in. So I did it bit by bit until April. All
Comenius household moving to Tamme started in April. We did it by bus and car.
I used a wheel barrow for it. We moved everything from the kitchen and the living
room and from our bedrooms. Now Comenius house is completely empty.
It is good to live in the new house because there are many bathrooms and
everybody has place and time to wash himself on Saturday.
Jevgeni

The joy’s and sorrows of moving house
Some people started with moving already long before the new house was ready.
Clothes and beloved belongings were put into boxes in order to be the first when
the longed for moment would have come. Never mind that at least twice
everything had to be put back into the cupboards as winter clothes were missing...
Others went every evening to get a feeling of their new room and to take along
some belongings already, with the result that things desperately needed were
always just in the other room.

Once the agreed date for moving had finally come, two were already in their
new rooms whilst the others just started to pack. With our seniors it went rather
fast, once I managed to have a look, how Margus was doing, he sat already behind
his table, drawing pictures, as usual, as if nothing would have happened. Ants did
not have time to get installed, he had to start heating. But Piret helped to fill his
clothes cupboard. The one, who missed all the cars, was late for suitcase and for
transports and finally carried her belongings from one house to the other in the
dark at night by wheelbarrow and rucksack was... have a guess...
A big thank you to Tiia, who made the lunches for us these days in Vikerkaare
house. We would not have been able to find plates or pots or pans, as they were on
the move. It was a joy to put everything into the new kitchen cupboards, to finally
have a lot of space for everything, also for all the humanitarian aid had come from
Norway already in autumn. How big was the surprise, that when all the new
kitchen cupboards had been filled there was still packed kitchen boxes...
Looking back it is amazing, how much we managed to fit into this small
Comenius kitchen that big Tamme house kitchen was filled so soon.
And when I thought, now we have moved everything, Jevgeni managed to come
with more and more things, we had almost forgotten that they exist.
Thank you Katrin, Pierre and Johannes for the car-transport and for moving
the furniture, and thank you to everybody else, who helped! I believe, the whole
village was actually involved moving Comenius house community to Tamme
house. Even Jaak Espe had come, to install the new kitchen helped by Kristiinas
parents. Thank you very much!
From that third weekend in April awards you might have problems to get hold
of us by phone. Tamme house got a new phone number only some day in May and
it was really great not to hear the ringing of the phone for two weeks in between.
But now you can phone us under the number 4897535 unless we sit outside and do
not hear the phone. Please consider also that it takes me half a minute to go from
my room to the telephone-table so please be patient and let the phone ring at least
8 times.
Katarina

Concert in Tondi school.
We went with our orchestra and choir to give concert at Tondi school on 7th
May. We drove with the car and the bus. We played Spring Festival songs and
Papageno from Mozart, and then Urve Purga violin pupils played. They played
also Papageno and Madismäe Kalle and other songs. Malle and Merike played
little bit later. Kaarel sang as well. Afterwards we had coffee. There were also
apples and juice and biscuits. It was a nice concert, and they asked us to come
again. We also got a big bag of sweets. Then we drove back to Pahkla.
Kersti K.

Jevgenis journey to Scotland
I woke up at 4 o`clock in the morning and opened my curtains. When I walked
downstairs I saw Margus` sleepy eyes. I had my breakfast. Then I waited at Helle
house for the car. Then we drove by Männi house where we pick up Katrin and
Guido and then Merle. Then Pierre took us to the airport. We gave away our
luggage. Then they controlled us and our passports. Then we went on a bus which
took us to the aeroplane. It was a
KLM flight. Then we flew to the
Netherlands. We saw all of Europe
from above. Then we landed. They
took a bottle of shampoo from
Guido and I had to lend him
shampoo afterwards. Then we went
on another aeroplane. It was also
KLM. I did not sleep in the
aeroplane. They gave us coffee and
a small snack. Then we arrived in
Scotland. I sat by the window. The
taxi was already waiting for us at
the airport and we drove to New Lanark. There we walked first. The others
walked too. In the evening we slept. We were very tired.
The next day the others went to meetings and we went too. There was drawing
and painting. David spoke at the beginning and I had a rest. I was in another
group. There was also Gabriele. She drew first and then I knew what to do. In the
evening we had supper in the restaurant. In the morning we had breakfast. It was
good. When we started to leave the taxi was already waiting for us. We had to go
through controls again in the airport. On the aeroplane they gave us a little food.
We met Latvians again in Amsterdam and said again good bye to them. Then we
went to the aeroplane which took us to Tallinn. I saw land again in the end. We
arrived very late. Johannes came to meet us. It was an interesting trip.
Jevgeni

Old town days in Tallinn.
We went to Tallinn on Sunday morning. We were fifteen people. We parked our
cars at the railway station. Katrin Kirsipuu came to meet us. Then we went to the
Old Town. We went to the market where they sell handicraft. I bought honey and
a skirt for myself. Then we walked around and looked at the nice things. We also
listened to some concerts. We went to visit Katrin. She gave us salad and rhubarb
cake. Then we walked back to the Old Town. There was a concert at the Town
Hall square. We listened to it and danced. We started to drive back at seven a
clock.
Piret and Veronika

Jorney to Scotland
We woke up early morning on 30th April to prepare for our trip to Scotland.
The morning was cold and even snow was covering the land. Pierre took us to the
airport. In the airport we had to take off our coats and shoes and they searched us
properly, but they did not find anything. We flew to Amsterdam with the first
plane. There we met Latvians. They were five people. Then we flew to Glasgow.
There were two taxis waiting for us. We started to feel bad when we had been
driving a while. There was no fresh air in the taxi. We asked to open windows to
have fresh air, and to feel better. We drove for approximately one hour. We
arrived at the hotel when the doors were still closed, and we had to wait.
Afterwards we registered and we went to see the town. We went to sleep very
early this night because we were tired.
The conference started the next morning. There were over 200 people from all
over the world, even from America. We sat in a big hall and listened how to
change life in community and what to do for it. There was a very funny puppetshow ”Man who planted trees” in the evening. We laughed a lot.
There was also painting, drawing, singing and clay modelling. We also got to
know about the history of New Lanark. It was very interesting. We where in a
museum and saw how life was 200 years ago. This town was started by Robert
Owen, and the houses where the same only a bit renovated. On the last day we
went for a walk in the Scottish mountains. We saw cows and sheep on green hills.
All the apple trees and lilacs and other flowers where flowering. These were very
nice spring days in Scotland.
Guido

Garden works
First Kalju made furrows with the tractor in our garden. They planted potatoes.
Vova and Guido worked on the planter. Then they sowed carrots, dill, beans,
parsnip, turnip, onions and leeks. Later we planted cabbage and Kalju sowed red
beet. Merle, Veronika and Katrin planted tomatoes in the greenhouse. Kalju
prepared covered beds for cucumbers. We have also planted pumpkins.
Then Johannes noticed that some insects were eating our cabbage leaves. And
then we put some wood ashes on the cabbage plants. And then some other insects
started to like our beans and also onions... And Kalju found the first Colorado
beetle in the same morning. So we will start to pick them next week. Kalju sowed
beetroot too. And before that we had collected lots of stones from the furrows.
We have also picked herbs for tea and weeded flowerbeds because weeds grow
so fast. But the weather has been very nice and warm.
Kersti K and Katrin

Television tower.
On Ascension Day we made a trip. We went to the television tower. We went up
with the lift and tried to see Finland. I did not see it. I saw only sea. Then we went
down. There were lots of tourists waiting for the lift there. We went to the Botanic
Garden. There were so many plants. We saw also a white dove and a parrot. We
walked around and then had a picnic. It was a nice day and fine outing.
Kersti K

Journey to Latvia.
Evelin, Johannes, Pierre, Piret and I went to Rožkalni on Sunday. One fellow
showed us the houses and the barn. There were cows, calves, turkeys, ducks and
hens. The next day we help to pick stones. Then was tea break and afterwards we
picked more stones. We put stones at the borders of the flowerbeds. We built a
yard. We helped to weed strawberry beds on Tuesday, and we planted cabbage.
Then we went to swim in the neighbours´ pond.
In the evening we did eurhythmy with Inga and looked at eurhythmy
performance. On Wednesday we went to Riga by train. We walked there. We sat
by the river and walked on bridges. There is a big and beautiful old town in Riga.
We were also in the market. We nearly missed the train. Then we went to see one
nice red castle. Then we arrived back at Rožkalni. We said bye to everybody and
started to drive back home.
Urmas and Piret

A story about hens and other animals.
Our twenty five hens and a cock were very happy when they got their new
garden, and they lived there happily. They laid nearly twenty eggs every day. We
could bake cakes and fry eggs. They liked it also.
But on one Sunday morning we could not see a cock anymore. We started to
search for him with Johannes and Evelin and found feathers under one bush. Six
hens were also missing. Foxes had dug a hole under the gate and taken the hens
away. It was very sad, but what to do.
Then Silvi, Johannes ,Urmas and Linne drove to Kohila to by a new cock. But
they were all sold. But they bought fifteen new chickens who will start to lay eggs
in the Autumn. But the cock we still do not have.
New chickens live in a small Summer house. And soon a new fence will be built
for them too. Their neighbours are two pigs and five piglets. I feed them all and
look after them.
The cows are on the pasture and eat grass. In the morning and evening we run
them home to be milked and then we run them back to pasture. Only two small
calves are in the barn and get milk, and we cut grass for them. Five bulls are also

on another pasture. Now Guido and Heino take the cow muck out of the barn.
Vova and Urmas are helping them when needed. Sometimes Jevgeni and Merike
are helping in the cowshed. Marek makes flour.
The grass is growing very fast now and we have to mow and scythe grass often.
White roses which we got from Tapola are now flowering very beautifully. The
flowerbeds by the barn are nice and soon will be weeded.
Nature in very beautiful now
Malle
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